
Schwan SC60E 
The most popular model in the Schwan range, the SC60E is a great addition to your kitchen, providing boiling and ambient  

filtered water.  

No Ventilation required 

Unit size: 302h x 200w x 232d mm.  

Introducing Schwan in Matte Black 
 

Schwan’s residential range is the ultimate in 

convenience in your kitchen, serving either 

chilled, sparkling or instant hot filtered 

drinking water and is now available in   

Matte Black.  
 

SO CONVENIENT…  

 Up to 60 cups per hour of steaming hot drinking water. 

 Unlimited cool filtered drinking water. 

 Electronic temperature adjustment with Easy-to-read LCD screen.  

 Easy-change filters with easy-access shut-off valve.  

SO SAFE…  

 Your family is protected by a safety-function to prevent accidental burns.  

 Distinctive boiling water operation prevents confusion.  

 Cool-touch spout is safe to touch  

SO EFFICENT…  

 Uses less energy than a household light bulb  

 - Cheaper than boiling a standard kettle 

 Insulated stainless steel tank keeps water hotter for longer.  

 American-made filtration ensures great tasting water on tap instantly.  
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Schwan SC52E 3-in-1 Versatap  

Enjoy instant filtered steaming hot and cool filtered drinking water from this stylish full-sized  

sink mixer.  

No Ventilation required 

Unit size: 302h x 200w x 232d mm.   

60 cups per hour with a 2.4L tank capacity.  

Schwan SC60E  

Details on the reverse. 

Schwan SC80  

Enjoy refreshing chilled sparkling and still filtered drinking water in your home,  

café or small office.   

Ventilation is required 

Unit size: 416h x 258w x 326d mm.   

85 cups per hour 

Schwan SC20  

The SC20 offers refreshing chilled filtered drinking water.  

Ventilation is required 

Unit size: 290h x 410w x 210d mm.   

6 litres per hour 

Schwan SC30E  

Instant boiling filtered water on tap.  

No Ventilation required 

Unit size: 302h x 200w x 232d mm.   

60 cups per hour with a 2.4L tank capacity.  

Schwan SC40E  

Instant boiling filtered water on tap.  

No Ventilation required 

Unit size: 302h x 200w x 232d mm.   

60 cups per hour with a 2.4L tank capacity.  

*Also available in Chrome 


